where ISERS and IBulk are the intensity of a Raman mode with and without surface enhancement, respectively, NSERS and NBulk refer to the corresponding number of CV molecules. Here, the NBulk is calculated by NA(VLaser/M), where NA is the Avogadro number, and M are the density (1.19 g/cm -3 ) and molecular weight (408 g/mol) of CV, VLaser is the focal volume of the laser illumination (in our experiments, the diameter of laser spot is about 3m and the illumination depth is estimated to be 3 m). On the other hand, for the NSERS estimation, we assume that the CV molecules are distributed evenly across the dried spot. So the NSERS can be calculated as follow:
SERS enhancement factor estimation
Generally, the SERS EF can be evaluated by the equation as follow:
where ISERS and IBulk are the intensity of a Raman mode with and without surface enhancement, respectively, NSERS and NBulk refer to the corresponding number of CV molecules. Here, the NBulk is calculated by NA(VLaser/M), where NA is the Avogadro number, and M are the density (1.19 g/cm -3 ) and molecular weight (408 g/mol) of CV, VLaser is the focal volume of the laser illumination (in our experiments, the diameter of laser spot is about 3m and the illumination depth is estimated to be 3 m). On the other hand, for the NSERS estimation, we assume that the CV molecules are distributed evenly across the dried spot. So the NSERS can be calculated as follow:
in which CCV and VCV are the concentration and volume of CV solution used for SERS sample preparation, and SLaser and SDried-spot are the area of laser spot and dried-spot of CV solution. According to the SERS and Raman measurements in Figure 2a , the enhancement factor can be estimated to be as large as 2.0×10 7 . dielectric data for silver were used, and a vacuum with real refractive index 1 was selected for the background medium. Here, to clearly present the near-field enhancement in gaps and rough surface, weakly coupled nanorices with separation ~20 nm are simulated. In experiments, the averaged gap can be smaller (several nanometer), which would generate higher enhancement.
